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Introduction  

 

The number of Linux malware has sharply increased in 2014. Up to this time, Linux had been considered a 

relatively secure operating system; however, the increase in Linux malware must not be overlooked as a 

significant portion of server systems around the world run on Linux.  

 

This report presents the latest trends with the notorious Linux malware that have been discovered in 2014.  

 

 

 

 

Main Feature of 2014 Linux malware 

Much of the Linux malware discovered in 2014 was designed for DDoS attacks and digital currency mining. 

Linux malware attackers target server systems, more so than personal computers that naturally have a small 

number of users. This is likely to take advantage of server performance. 

 

1. Kaiten 

Kaiten, also known as Tsunami, Sunami, and Sunam, is a DDoS-attack malware. Since its initial discovery in 

2002, an array of variants has had to be dealt with in the following 12 years. 

A packed file is typically around 18,000 bytes in size, and an unpacked file is anywhere from 27,000 to 

40,000 bytes. Some variants are over 660,000 bytes in size. Figure 1 shows the string "TSUNAMI," a feature 

typical of this Linux malware. 

 

Figure 1. String "TSUNAMI" in Malware Kaiten 
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The source code of Kaiten has been made public, so variants can be created by willing attackers. A variant 

ported to OS X version was discovered in 2011, and other variants continue to be discovered. 

 

Figure 2. Open Source Code of Malware Kaiten 

 

 

2. Elknot 

The malware Elknot, also known as Mayday and Chikdos, was first detected in early 2014. A number of 

variants have been created since May 2014, and infections are being reported from around the world. 

When packed, Elknot is 270,000 to 500,000 bytes in size. An unpacked file can reach up to 1,500,000 bytes 

in size. Some variants contain strings such as "MainBeikong." 

 

Figure 3. Noticeable String in a Variant of Malware Elknot (1) 

 

Other variants contain strings taken from source code names, such as "Fake.cpp," "ThreadAttack.cpp," and 

"FileOp.cpp." Some variants have names like "Attack.cpp" or "ThreadAtk.cpp" instead of "ThreadAttack.cpp." 
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Figure 4. Noticeable String in a Variant of Malware Elknot (2) 

 

Elknot and its variants are understood to have originated from China. A demonstration of how Elknot is 

created using a generator has been made public on an IT security blog. 

 

3. Ssabobot 

Ssabobot, also known as Bossabot, was first discovered in August 2014. It is usually found in a UPX-packed 

form, with a size of 16,000 to 22,000 bytes. Systems infected by this malware download a program that 

mines digital currencies, such as Bitcoin. 

On September 15, 2014, a foreign IT security company mentioned Ssabobot on its blog. The blog article 

indicates that a message written by "BoSSaLiNiE" who was the creator of the Ssabobot, had been found on 

August, 2014. The creator of Ssabobot sells the malware at $100 to $125, and charges $25 for each update. 

Around the end of August 2014, the first case of Ssabobot infection was reported in South Korea, and a 

variant was discovered in September. 

As seen in Figure 5, Ssabobot contains a string such as "BoSSaBoTv2." 

 

Figure 5. Noticeable String "BoSSaboTv2" in Malware Ssabobot 
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Ssabobot variants are often compressed with executable packers such as UPX and strings similar to 

"BoSSaBoTv2" are sometimes found in packed forms. 

 

Figure 6. Noticeable String Found in Packed Forms of Malware Ssabobot 

 

Ssabobot is spread through the vulnerabilities of Apache and PHP in Linux web server which was discovered 

in 2013. 

 

Figure 7. PHP Code of Malware Ssabobot 
 

A Ssabobot variant discovered in October appeared to have its usually present string deleted, and also 

featured a modified PHP code. 
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Figure 8. Modified String of a Ssabobot Variant Discovered in October 2014 

 

4. Reverseshell 

Reverseshell, discovered in September 2014, is less than 200 bytes in size, and also called "Small" or 

"Bashlet." It is produced using assembly language and uses interrupt-80h to call system functions. Figure 9 

shows the 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Reverseshell malware. 

 

Figure 9. Malware Reverseshell: 32-bit Version (Top) and 64-bit Version (Bottom) 
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Conclusion 

Reports of Linux malware have skyrocketed in 2014. The functions of Linux malware have diversified to 

include DDoS attack, backdoor attack, self-camouflaging via a "rootkit," and siege of the IoT, which runs on 

processes such as Advanced RISC Machines (ARM) and Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS). Most IoT 

systems are without an anti-virus program, which makes it more difficult to detect malware infections. Linux 

malware is expected in even more numerous forms in 2015. As with other systems, Linux will need to be 

regimented with complex encryption and latest security updates for secure use of the system. 
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